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ABSTRACT
The operating principles of the two duoplasmatron ion sources and the PIG source available for the Van de Graaff accelerator have been determined qualitatively, mainly by studying the extensive literature on ion sources. The main
characteristics of the three sources have therefore been determined experimentally on an ion source test bench. Important parameters of the sources such as the pressure and temperature in different regions of the sources not measured,
because of space limitations. However, in spite of these limitations in quantitative understanding of the sources, sufficient information to continue with the study of the beam transport through the Van de Graaff accelerator and its beamlines could be obtained from these measurements. With regard to beam intensity, life-time and gas consumption the
measurements showed that the hot-cathode duoplasmatron is at present by far the most suitable source for the van de
Graaff accelerator. The emittance of the ion source was measured with two slits, 90 mm apart, and a Faraday cup in the
ion source test bench at an arc voltage of 83 V, an arc current of 1 Amp, a filament voltage of 24 V and an extraction
voltage of 5 kV. The measured emittance for 90% of the beam intensity is 48π mm mrad. This figure will be used to
calculate the beam transmission through the Van de Graaf accelerator. Different computer programs have been used for
these calculations from the ion source through the terminal section, the accelerator and beam line up to the Nuclear Microprobe (NMP) for beam quality.
Keywords: Van De Graaff; Beam Optics; Ion Source

1. Introduction
At iThemba LABS two duoplasmatron ion sources with
hot and cold cathodes, respectively, as well as a coldcathode Penning Ionization Gauge (PIG) source are available for the Van de Graaff accelerator. However, this
study will report only on the hot cathode duoplasmatron
since it is more commonly used for IBA experiments.
The optimum operating conditions, such as the filament
current, cathode and anode voltages and the gas flow
under which stable beams can be delivered reliably to the
users with an acceptable long source lifetime, were determined, since no experimental data were available[1].
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The beam quality and intensity have not been sufficient
for high-resolution Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) and in particular Nuclear Microprobe (NMP) work. Previous studies have shown that ion source stability and efficiency is
the most important factor to ensure a reliable beam probe
at the NMP target surface. Major efforts have been made
recently to improve the reliability of this accelerator [2,3].
However computer programs such as TRANSPORT program [4,5] which calculates first-, second- and thirdorder effects by matrix multiplication. Matrices are used
to describe the beam optical elements and the charged
particle beam itself. The program can also vary the physical parameters of the line to fit the elements of matrices
in order to obtain values and conditions, which are speciWJNST
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fied by the user, and TOSCA [6] is analysis package, for
the calculation of three dimensional magnetostatic and
electrostatic fields, a module of the OPERA-3d integrated suite of finite element software for 3D electromagnetic design, analysis and simulation, is a commercial software product from Vector Fields. The TOSCAmodule uses a discrete finite element model to solve partial differential equations governing the behavior of static
electric and magnetic fields in three dimensions. In order
to include space-charge effects in the calculations the
program IGUN [7-9] which is a two-dimensional ray
tracing code that has been developed for simulation of
the extraction of positive ions from plasmas. A preprocessor, GPED (an acronym for Graphic Polygon Editor)
for IGUN, has also been developed to set up the boundary conditions, including the definition of internal electrodes, dielectric boundaries, and slanted Neumann
boundaries (field lines as boundary elements). The results obtained with the different three codes were discussed and agreed with each other and also compared
with experimentally obtained data. Finally, the applicability of the three computer codes for this specific task is
reviewed.

2. Measurements and Results
Since it is not possible to calculate the performance of
ion sources with accuracy of the dimensions of the electrodes, the gas flow and the applied voltages and currents,
it is standard practice to determine the source characteristics on a test bench [10]. Figure 1 shows a layout of the
ion source test bench at iThemba LABS. The ion source
under test and all its power supplies are at a positive potential, the extraction voltage, with respect to the beam
pipe on the test bench. The diagnostic equipment consists
of two Faraday cups for the measurement of the beam
intensity and adjustable horizontal and vertical slits for
selection of portions of the beam, after it has passed
through the pole gap of a bending magnet and a drift
space. The vertical slit has two independently adjustable
jaws to select ions with a specific charge-to-mass ratio
within a limited momentum range. For a 1 mm object slit
width, i.e. the aperture in the extraction electrode directly
in front of the ion source, the charge state, the mass and
momentum resolving power at the vertical slit jaws is
0.9%. For the same slit size the energy resolving power
is 1.8%. Downstream from the vertical slit two horizontal
slits with fixed apertures of 1 mm, but with adjustable
positions, are installed at a distance of 90 mm apart for
emittance measurement [11].

2.1. Optimization of the Ion Source by Varying
the Gas Flow
The gas flow to the ion source was varied to determine
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 1. Layout of the ion source test bench at iThemba
LABS showing side (left) and front (right) views. The dimensions in the figure are in millimeters.

the optimum condition in terms of intensity for protons.
The gas consumption of the duoplasmatron ion source is,
however, so low that that the gas flow could not be
measured with the available equipment. Because of the
limitations of size the pressure could also not be measured in the ion source on the test bench. Below a pressure
of 6 × 10−5 mbar the ion source becomes unstable. The
maximum current for protons is obtained at a pressure
slightly above the gas flow at which instability sets in.
This fact can be used to adjust the gas flow when the
source is used in the Van de Graaff accelerator. At pressure values below 9 × 10−6 mbar the proton beam current
increases sharply with decreasing pressure. The ion
source is at a positive voltage of several kilovolts with
respect to the extractor electrode. The total beam current
as a function of the arc current at an extraction voltage of
11 kV. At the Van de Graaff the maximum extraction
voltage is, however, limited to 8 kV to prevent excessive
sparking. At this voltage a beam current of only 6 μA is
obtained for protons. The source can be operated stably
up to arc currents of 50 to 60 mA. Above that the source
becomes unstable due to excessive heating of the electrodes. This source is therefore on account of its low
beam current of little use for the Van de Graaff accelerator. This shows that to obtain intense proton beams the
source should be operated at a pressure just above the
value at which the source becomes unstable. Emittance
measurements, similar to those of the hot-cathode duoplasmatron ion source have been made for the PIG ion
source. A value of 34π mm mrad for 96 % of the beam
intensity has been obtained.

2.2. Optimization of the Ion Source by Varying
the Extraction Voltage for Both the PIG and
Duoplasmatron Ion Sources
The solid lines in Figure 2 shows the measured beam
current for different Hydrogen ion species as a function
of the extraction voltage. The remaining ion source paWJNST
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Figure 2. Measured beam current (solid lines) for different
Hydrogen ion species as a function of the extraction voltage,
for the Penning ion source and leasts quare fits (dotted lines)
of the Child-Langmuir law. The measurements were made
under the following conditions: arc current = 1 A, arc voltage = 800 V, pressure = 4 × 10−5 mBar, magnet power supply = 50 V.

rameters were kept at the following constant values: arc
current = 1 A, arc voltage = 800 V, pressure = 4 × 10−5
mbar and 50 V across the magnet coil. As before for the
hot-cathode duoplasmatron source it is expected that the
beam current as a function of the extraction voltage
should follow the Child-Langmuir law, i.e. the extracted
ion beam current I should be proportional to the extraction voltage V3/2. The dotted lines in Figure 3 are
least-square fits of the equation I = constant  V3/2 to the
measured data for the different ion species and show that
the source behavior is to a large extent in agreement with
the Child-Langmuir law which means that the beam current extracted from the source is limited by the space
charge in the region between the anode and extraction
electrode. It again also indicates that the beam losses in
the beam line due to space-charge effects are small and
only of importance for operation with low extraction
voltages, as shown in Figure 3. For high beam intensities
the source should be function of the positions of the two
slits is shown in Figure 4.

3. Conclusion and Discussion
The operating principles of the two duoplasmatron ion
sources and the PIG source available for the Van de
Graaff accelerator have been determined qualitatively,
mainly by studying the extensive literature on ion
sources. No quantitative treatment of such sources by
which their performance can be calculated in terms of
their dimensions, the applied voltages and the gas flow
could be obtained from the literature. The main characteristics of the three sources have therefore been determined experimentally on an ion source test bench. Important parameters of the sources such as the pressure
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 3. Measured beam current (solid lines) for different
Hydrogen ion species as a function of the extraction voltage,
for the hot-cathode duoplasmatron ion source and leastsquare fits (dotted lines) of the Child-Langmuir law. The
measurements were made under the following conditions:
arc current = 1 A, arc voltage = 83 V, filament.

Figure 4. The beam intensity distribution for the hot- cathode duoplasmatron ion source at different positions of the
two slits in the ion source test bench with which the emittance was measured.

and temperature in different regions of the sources could,
because of space limitations, not be measured. With regard to beam intensity, life-time and gas consumption the
measurements showed that the hot-cathode duoplasmatron is at present by far the most suitable source for the
van de Graaff accelerator. In future microwave ion
sources could be considered for the Van de Graaff accelerator for higher beam intensities and better beam quality,
the problems experienced in the past with poor beam
transmission below terminal voltages of 3 MV and the
limitation of the maximum extraction voltage to 5 kV
could be explained. A simple and complete solution to
these problems was found by using existing electrodes in
the terminal section, and without modifying this very
complex structure, as an additional einzel lens. The measured emittance for 90% of the beam intensity was 48π
WJNST
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mm mrad. This result was used for the calculation of the
beam transmission through the Van de Graaf accelerator
and beam line up to the Nuclear Microprobe (NMP) for
beam quality and intensity. Beam reliability at the NMP
instrument has resulted in an improvement of the probe
resolution at the target focal plane (~1 - 3 µm in size), for
protons energies between 1 and 4 MeV. The new probe
stability has allowed better microprobe work especially
in the mapping mode with current stability acceptable for
long periods of time. Some of the results obtained in applications to bio-medical samples [12,13].
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